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HAMILTON BETWEEN THE COVERS
At the rate of research and^ writing currently underway in steeltown, it would not be surprising to find the above title gracing a study of fertility set in the ambitious city. Peter and Isaac Buchanan founded the business in Glasgow and Toronto in 1834, and expanded westwards into Hamilton in 1840, in part to prevent Montreal-based merchant houses from wresting the trade from their hands. Hamilton was soon to become the centre of their Canadian operations. By the mid-1840s, the business had expanded and diversified from its initial emphasis on dry goods to a larger, more complex, general wholesaling firm with hardware and grocery departments as well.
Indeed, by the mid-1850s, the Buchanan firm was among the largest business in Canada, with an annual volume approaching $2 million in 18 56 (p. 1). Although the firm had suffered setbacks in earlier recessions, the financial crisis of 1857-58 began the firm on its downward slide. According to McCalla, the end of extensive growth in Ontario and failures in management -Peter Buchanan's death in 1860 was a serious blow -explain the firm's
